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Text Are Not Rituals and Rituals Are Not Texts,
With an Example from Leviticus 12
James W. Watts
Syracuse University
In Text and Ritual in the Pentateuch (ed. Christophe Nihan and
Julia Rhyder; Philadelphia: Eisenbrauns, 2021), pp. 172-187.
Abstract: Biblical scholars have increasingly realized that textual
representations of rituals do not have the same function or meaning as
the ritual performances that they describe. A survey of this theoretical
distinction in biblical scholarship over the last 25 years shows the impact
of this realization, and also several points of resistance. The significance
of the distinction between ritual text and ritual performance can be
illustrated clearly in Leviticus 12, which describes the rituals required of
new mothers after giving birth. The chapter mandates practices that are
unique in the Bible and, possibly, novel in ancient Israel’s religious
culture. However, they take the ritual form of standard rising and sin
offerings, as described previously in Leviticus 1, 4-5. Thus Leviticus 12
simply announces a payment schedule for standard offerings after every
human birth. Its textualization and then scripturalization as part of the
Torah has led interpreters to ponder the significance of periods of blood
purification long after, perhaps especially after temple offerings had
fallen into abeyance. This text about new mothers’ offerings thus took on
a life of its own and even stimulated new ritual practices, quite apart
from the function and meaning of the ancient practices that it describes.
Keywords: ritual, textualization, scripturalization, Leviticus 12, mothers,
purification

The claim that “texts are not rituals and rituals are not
texts” is an observation, first of all, about modern texts and rituals.
It reflects the experience of participating in many kinds of rituals,
something we all do, and reading texts about those rituals. It also
reflects the twentieth-century field studies of ethnographers
working in a wide variety of contemporary cultures, as well as
historians writing about better-documented societies than ancient
Israel.
Examination of our own ritual experiences and ritual texts
reveals the differences between them. It also shows that both are
far removed from the traditional concerns of biblical interpreters
and historians of ancient history. On the one hand, ritual
experience is little concerned with the question of meaning,
focusing instead on right practice and on the people participating.
While many, though not all, rituals have clearly stated social
functions (e.g. to marry, bury, inaugurate, etc.), participants
usually have different social, professional, and personal motives
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for participating in the same ritual and they differ in how they
interpret the ritual’s importance. But these different points of view
do not affect the performance of the ritual, which accommodates
them all. On the other hand, ritual texts that instruct,
commemorate, or encourage ritual practices are more likely to
describe and commend a ritual than to explain it. Even in our
highly literate cultures, texts are used to guide and authorize ritual
performances more than to interpret their meaning and
significance. When narrative texts describe rituals, they do so in
order to advance their rhetorical agendas. Descriptions of proper
ritual performances enhance the legitimacy of the people and
institutions they support, while descriptions of improper ritual
performances undermine them.1
So the meaning or function of the ritual is not the same
thing as the meaning of the text describing the ritual. Conversely
interpreting a text about a ritual does not interpret the meaning or
function of the ritual, except sometimes – but not usually – its
meaning for the author of the text. This conclusion was generalized
concisely by Nancy Jay about all forms of interpretation:
The meaning of any action not only varies with the way in
which it is interpreted, it is the way in which it is interpreted. . .
. For meaning is not a simple and direct product of action itself,
but of reflection upon it. And the act of reflection is always
another act, socially situated in its own way.2
The ritual, then, is one socially situated act. All its verbal
reflections, oral and written, are different acts situated in particular
social relationships. As a result, texts are inevitably quite different
from the rituals they mention.
Ritual studies emerged as a separate research field in the
1970-80s through attempts to summarize and systematize the
observations of anthropologists and participant observers. 3 It
corrected the tendency in older twentieth-century sociologies of
ritual to regard rituals as always socially conservative. Instead,
1

Philippe Buc, The Dangers of Ritual: Between Early Medieval
Texts and Social Scientific Theory, Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2001.
2
Nancy Jay, Throughout Your Generations Forever: Sacrifice,
Religion and Paternity (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992) 8.
3
Ronald Grimes, Ritual Criticism: Case Studies in Its Practice,
Essays on Its Theory, Columbia: University of South Carolina Press,
1990; Catherine Bell, Ritual: Perspectives and Dimensions, Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1997; Roy Rappaport, Ritual and Religion in
the Making of Humanity, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999.
See also the review and constructive critique by Jens Kreinath,
“Semiotics,” in Theorizing Rituals (ed. J. Kreinath, J. Snoek, and M.
Stausberg; Leiden: Brill, 2006), 429-70 [467-70].
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ritual studies emphasized the mutability and creativity of
ritualizing that can fuel social conflicts as well as maintain the
status quo. Ritual studies also undermined the claims of
functionalist anthropologists that a culture’s rituals convey a
rational and consistent world view. It replaced such static
conceptions of rituals with a recognition that humans regularly
ritualize both in traditional and creative ways and for a wide
variety of purposes.
1. Ritual Text and Ritual Meaning in Contemporary Biblical
Research
These ideas have been seeping into biblical studies for
more than two decades now. In 1993, Erhard Gerstenberger was
the first person to write a commentary on Leviticus that
emphasized the text’s persuasive rhetoric. 4 He criticized symbolic
interpretations of rituals for confusing rituals with texts. He
maintained, however, an absolute distinction between didactic
instruction on the one hand and hortatory address on the other, so
he could not take ritual rhetoric seriously as instructions for ritual
performances. He concluded, therefore, that Leviticus’ rhetoric
must have been aimed at diasporic Jews who could not worship in
the Jerusalem Temple.
In 1998, Stanley Stowers, a scholar of Hellenism and early
Christianity at Brown University, observed that “Practices cannot
be reduced to ideas.”5 His colleague in Hebrew Bible and Jewish
studies, Saul Olyan, meditated further on this distinction, 6 and
Olyan’s student, William Gilders, expounded on it. Gilders
emphasized the multivocality of symbols and rituals, the rarity of
symbolic interpretation in biblical texts, and ritual’s performative
role in creating social realities as well as reflecting them.7 He
criticized the attempts by Jacob Milgrom and many others to find
singular meanings of rituals in biblical texts. Following Roy
Rappaport, Gilders noted that “the written account of a ritual is not
itself a ritual …. Interpreting a textually represented ritual requires
4

Erhard S. Gerstenberger, Das dritte Buch Mose: Leviticus
(Göttingen, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1993); English translation:
Leviticus: A Commentary (Old Testament Library, tr. D.W. Stott,
Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1996) especially p. 25.
5
Stanley K. Stowers, “On the Comparison of Blood in Greek and
Israelite Ritual,” in Hesed ve-Emet: Studies in Honor of Ernest S.
Frerichs (ed. Jodi Magness and Seymour Gitin; BJS 320; Atlanta:
Scholars, 1998) 179–94 [189].
6
Saul M. Olyan, Rites and Rank: Hierarchy in Biblical
Representations of Cult (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000)
13-14.
7
William K. Gilders, Blood Ritual in the Hebrew Bible: Meaning
and Power (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 2004) 1-11, 141.
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attention to the text as well as to the ritual. Both must be
interpreted.” Ancient Israel’s rituals are “not immediately
accessible to the reader of the Bible.”8 Gilders demonstrated how
Israel’s rituals map hierarchy onto people and space by indexing
persons, places and things relative to the ritual. That does not
mean, however, that this indexing ever connoted just one specific
“meaning” because the rituals would have been multivalent to
individuals within the groups that originally performed them and in
every performance since.
Apart from this Brown school and in a self-consciously
postmodern mode, Wesley Bergen argued that the meaning of a
ritual can only be found by participating in it. But because Israel’s
temples ceased to exist long ago, he regarded Leviticus as a
product of the “absence of ritual.”9 The textualization of ritual in
Leviticus resulted in ritualized readings taking the place of ritual
offerings in both rabbinic Judaism and in Christian interpretation.
Around the same time, Martin Modéus argued that certain
life situations carry the weight of meaning while rituals call
attention to these activities and define their nature to clarify
situations of transition, ambiguity, or conflict.10 Choice of ritual
form is usually dictated by cultural convention and is therefore
largely arbitrary, that is, unrelated to its function. Though his
application of this theoretical model to the details of the amity
slaughter offering ( )זבח שׁלמיםin the Hebrew Bible proved
problematic, Modéus developed an explanatory system for ritual
that can be applied with illuminating results to all kinds of ritual
texts.
I built on these works to write a concise description of the
differences between rituals and ritual texts and the possible
relationships between them. 11 My goal was to lay the basis for a
new interpretation of Leviticus that would distinguish its rhetoric
from the social functions of the rituals it describes. Doing so has
made it difficult to provide a ritual analysis of ancient Israel’s
practices because the text’s rhetorical agenda interferes. However,
this conflict drew my attention to the ritual functions of the text
itself. Ritual theory proves less useful for describing ancient
Israel’s ritual practices than for explaining Leviticus’s function as
part of the Torah and of later scriptural collections that get
8

Gilders, Blood Rituals, 9, 11.
Wesley J. Bergen, Reading Ritual: Leviticus in Postmodern
Culture (JSOTSup 417; London: T&T Clark, 2005), 1-12.
10
Martin Modéus, Sacrifice and Symbol: Biblical Šelāmîm in a
Ritual Perspective (CB:OT 52; Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 2005),
35.
11
James W. Watts, Ritual and Rhetoric in Leviticus: From Sacrifice
to Scripture (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 29.
9
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ritualized through iconic display, oral and visual performance, and
semantic interpretation in preaching, teaching, and commentary. 12
During the past decade, many more scholars have
subscribed to the view that the meaning of texts must be
distinguished from the meaning of the rituals they describe. One or
more of the works summarized above was cited approvingly by
Michael Hundley, Nicole Ruane, and Thomas Hieke. 13 Most
scholars currently writing commentaries on Leviticus have also
subscribed to some version of this distinction. Christophe Nihan,
for example, followed Gilders in adopting the philosopher C. S.
Pierce’s distinction between index and symbol. He argued,
however, that Gilders view of the text as indexing the priests is
too restrictive. … the function of such blood rites is to index the
various aspects that constitute the relation between community
and sanctuary…. Although the textual representation of a ritual
is quite distinct from actual ritual performance, as various
authors have rightly emphasized, a text … can nevertheless
teach us something about the ritual imaginaire of the social
group in which Leviticus was composed and transmitted. 14
Nihan tied the textualization of ritual in Leviticus tightly to its
progressive ritualization as performed and authoritative text in the
Second Temple and later periods. Similarly, David P. Wright, a
leading student of Jacob Milgrom, wrote in 2012 of the need to
distinguish carefully between the social practice of ritual and
biblical reflections on rituals, though he did not refer to previous
advocates of this position.15
The view that ritual texts should be analyzed as persuasive
rhetoric has also gained increasing support. Eve Levavi Feinstein’s
discussion of Sexual Pollution in the Hebrew Bible focuses “on the
rhetorical function of pollution language—that is, its capacity to
shape a reader or listener's perspective on a person, act, or situation
12

James W. Watts, “The Three Dimensions of Scriptures,” in Iconic
Books and Texts (ed. J. W. Watts; London: Equinox, 2013), 8-30, revised
in How and Why Books Matter (Sheffield: Equinox, 2019), 7-29.
13
Michael B. Hundley, Keeping Heaven on Earth: Safeguarding the
Divine Presence in the Priestly Tabernacle (FAT 2/50; Tübingen: Mohr
Siebeck, 2011), 202; Nicole J. Ruane, Sacrifice and Gender in Biblical
Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 15; Thomas
Hieke, Levitikus (HTKAT; Freiburg im Breisgau: Herder, 2014), 155.
14
Christophe Nihan, “The Templization of Israel in Leviticus: Some
Remarks on Blood Disposal and Kipper in Leviticus 4,” in Text, Time
and Temple: Literary, Historical and Ritual Studies in Leviticus
(Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix, 2015), 94-130 [96].
15
David P. Wright, “Ritual Theory, Ritual Texts, and the PriestlyHoliness Writings of the Pentateuch,” in Social Theory and the Study of
Israelite Religion (ed. S. M. Olyan; Atlanta: SBL, 2012) 195-216.
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by eliciting feelings of disgust.”16 According to Feinstein,
pollution language in the Bible does not derive so much from some
kind of intellectual system as it does from feelings of disgust
shaped by cultural socialization and by the rhetorical goals of
biblical authors. She argued that technical or dispassionate uses of
pollution language are neither logically nor chronologically prior
to its emotional applications. 17 Gören Eidevall and Dorothea
Erebele-Küster also employed rhetorical theories in analyzing
sacrificial and purity rhetoric in the pentateuchal and prophetic
books. 18
However, resistance has been voiced against the distinction
between ritual process and textual meaning. Yitzhaq Feder used
Pierce’s theory of signs to counter criticisms of the search for
meaning in rituals and to explain the arbitrariness of ritual
symbols. He reemphasized a view that was traditional among
earlier interpreters that the meaning of rituals was clear at their
creation and became ambiguous through their fossilized repetition
in changing cultural contexts. 19 Several other scholars have
challenged rhetorical characterizations of priestly texts as
reductionistic. Francis Landy argued for the logical priority of
theology over rhetoric,20 while Roy Gane insisted on the didactic
rather than rhetorical nature of priestly texts in Leviticus. 21

16

Eve Levavi Feinstein, Sexual Pollution in the Hebrew Bible (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2014) 40.
17
Feinstein, Sexual Pollution, 177.
18
Gören Eidevall, “The Role of Sacrificial Language in Prophetic
Rhetoric,” in Ritual and Metaphor: Sacrifice in the Hebrew Bible (ed. C.
A. Eberhart; Atlanta: SBL, 2011), 49-61; Dorothea Erbele-Küster, Body,
Gender, and Purity in Leviticus 12 and 15, LHBOTS 539 (London:
Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2017).
19
Yitzhaq Feder, Blood Expiation in Hittite and Biblical Ritual
(Atlanta: SBL, 2011), 162, 164.
20
Francis Landy, “For Whom God’s Name is Blotted Out,” in Text,
Time and Temple: Literary, Historical and Ritual Studies in Leviticus
(Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix, 2015) 170-195: “I assume that the text is a
product of thought, that through it the author(s) sought to understand,
imagine and create their world. It is not in the first instance a work of
rhetoric, which attempts to persuade the audience of its truth and
authority. The rhetorical function, wherewith it conveys its importance
an emotional urgency through an array of poetic devices, is dependent
on, and one aspect of, the intellectual effort that has gone into its
composition” (172).
21
Roy E. Gane, “Didactic Logic and the Authorship of Leviticus,”
in Current Issues in Priestly and Related Literature: The Legacy of
Jacob Milgrom and Beyond (ed. R. E. Gane and A. Taggar-Cohen;
Atlanta: SBL, 2015) 197-222.
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During the last three decades of the twentieth century,
symbolic and theological approaches dominated interpretations of
Leviticus’ rituals. They were championed and exemplified
especially by Jacob Milgrom and Baruch Levine in the United
States, by Rolf Rendtorff, Bernd Janowski, and Adrianne Schenker
in Germany, by Alfred Marx in France, and by Israel Knohl and
Baruch Schwartz in Israel, and used by many other scholars around
the world.22 In Great Britain, Mary Douglas made a distinctive
contribution in her later work on Leviticus and Numbers. 23 Her
suggestions have not gained wide-spread support, however, unlike
her earlier work on pollution and purity which remains central to
discussions of the topic. 24 In the twenty-first century, Jonathan
Klawans achieved wider recognition for his attempt to systematize
the relationship between purity, ethics and holiness in P.25 All of
these works are vulnerable to criticisms based in late twentiethcentury ritual theories.26 They do not distinguish sharply enough
22

Jacob Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, Leviticus 17-22, Leviticus 23-27,
Anchor Bible 3, 3 vols., New York: Doubleday, 1991, 2000, 2001;
Baruch A. Levine, Leviticus, JPS Torah Commentary, Philadelphia:
Jewish Publication Society, 1989; Rolf Rendtorff, Leviticus 1,1-10,20,
BKAT 3, Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener, 1990-2004; Bernd
Janowski, Sühne als Heilsgeschehen: Studien zur Sühnetheologie der
Priesterschrift und zur Wurzel KPR im Alten Orient und im Alten
Testament, WMANT 55, Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag,
1982; Adrian Schenker, Studien zu Opfer und Kult im Alten Testament,
Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1992; Alfred Marx, Les systèmes sacrificiels
de l’Ancien Testament: Formes et functions du culte sacrificial à Yhwh,
VTSup 105, Leiden: Brill, 2005; Israel Knohl, The Sanctuary of Silence:
the Priestly Torah and the Holiness School, Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995
(Hebrew 1991); Baruch J. Schwartz,  עיונים בחוקה הכוהנית:תורת הקדושׁה
( שׁבתורהThe Holiness Legislation: Studies in the Priestly Code),
Jerusalem: Magnes, 1999; idem, “The Bearing of Sin in the Priestly
Literature,” in Pomegranates and Golden Bells: Studies … in Honor of
Jacob Milgrom (ed. D. P. Wright, D. N. Freedman, and A. Hurwitz;
Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1995), 3-21.
23
Mary Douglas, In the Wilderness: the Doctrine of Defilement in
the Book of Numbers, JSOTSup 158, Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
Press, 1993; idem, Leviticus as Literature, Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1999.
24
Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of
Pollution and Taboo, New York: Praeger, 1966.
25
Jonathan Klawans, Impurity and Sin in Ancient Judaism, New
York: Oxford, 2000; idem, Purity, Sacrifice, and the Temple: Symbolism
and Supersessionism in the Study of Ancient Judaism, New York:
Oxford, 2006.
26
And in cognitive science, as was observed especially by Thomas
Kazen, “Levels of Explanation for Ideas of Impurity: Why Structuralist
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between ritual behavior and the verbal interpretations of rituals
found in texts.
Some biblical scholars have tried to buttress symbolic
interpretation of rituals by drawing an analogy between rituals and
language. These linguistic approaches draw their inspiration from
the indologist Fritz Staal who argued in the 1970s that ritual rules
follow their own intrinsic logic, like the rules of grammar. 27 Staal
therefore began to describe a ritual syntax. Roy Gane followed
Staal’s lead by trying to analyze biblical rituals on analogy with
the self-contained rules of linguistic grammar, but he
simultaneously argued that rituals refer symbolically beyond
themselves. 28 Gerald Klingbeil distinguished ritual morphology
(individual elements), syntax (their interaction), semantics (their
cumulative meaning), and pragmatics (their effects in cultural
context). He also argued that the fact that ancient rituals were
written down shows that they possessed a “determinate meaning”
for their writers. 29 Leigh Trevaskis adopted from cognitive
linguistics the distinction between meanings that words always
imply and meanings that listeners or readers access from their
varied linguistic experiences. He suggested that the symbolic
meanings of rituals occupy such secondary domains. 30 Naphtali
Meshel was inspired by Staal to write a “grammar” of Israelite
sacrifice. He found that changes in rule-bound forms of rituals
accompany changes in their function or meaning. Meshel carefully
hedged his analogy between language and ritual with qualifications
and questions about the nature of both. He did not, however,
engage the methodological issues raised by ritual studies in the last
decades of the twentieth century, by biblical scholars
distinguishing between texts and rituals, or by his predecessors
who applied linguistics to the study of biblical ritual texts. 31
and Symbolic Models Often Fail While Evolutionary and Cognitive
Models Succeed.” Journal of Ancient Judaism 9 (2018), 75–100. See
also Tracy M. Lemos, “Where There Is Dirt, Is There System? Revisiting
Biblical Purity Constructions,” JSOT 37 (2013): 265–94, and Yoo and
Watts, Cosmologies, 132-40.
27
Fritz Staal, “The Meaninglessness of Ritual,” Numen 26/1 (1979),
2-22; idem, The Science of Ritual, Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental Research
Institute, 1982.
28
Roy Gane, Ritual Dynamic Structure, Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias,
2004.
29
Gerald A. Klingbeil, Bridging the Gap: Ritual and Ritual Texts in
the Bible (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2007), 69, 127.
30
Leigh M. Trevaskis, Holiness, Ethics and Ritual in Leviticus
(Hebrew Bible Monographs 29; Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix, 2011), 9.
31
Naphtali S. Meshel, The 'Grammar' of Sacrifice: A Generativist
Study of the Israelite Sacrificial System in the Priestly Writings with A
'Grammar' of Σ, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014.
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Language and ritual do resemble each other by being rulebound and by the fact that their functions do not dictate their
forms, which are arbitrary, conventional and culturally contingent.
Meaning, however, occupies a different place in ritual than in
language. While a ritual’s function is often explicit and noncontroversial, a ritual’s meaning is not essential to its function and
can vary with every participant. 32 In language, only performative
speech-acts are analogous, and they usually take ritual form.33
Most other kinds of sentences function by communicating meaning
in verbal or written form. Rhetoric depends on shared meaning to
influence people’s thoughts and behavior. Ritual, on the other
hand, influences people by indexing social relationships and not
through rhetorical persuasion, except in so far as it includes verbal
preaching and liturgies. 34
2. A Case Study in Text vs. Ritual: Leviticus 12
Let me use Leviticus 12 as an example of the difference
between textual rhetoric about ritual and ritual practice. I choose
this text because the distinction appears rather obvious in the text
itself. Its example therefore has implications for other ancient ritual
texts whose distance from ritual practice may not be so obvious.
The eight verses of Leviticus 12 focus entirely on the
timing of two kinds of rituals: circumcision and offerings. Verse 2
specifies that a new mother remains polluted ( )טמאfrom bleeding
during child-birth for seven days after the birth of a boy, on
explicit analogy with her period of menstrual pollution (15:19).
Verse 3 requires that the boy be circumcised on the eighth day
after his birth. Verse 4 specifies that his mother remains in blood
purification ( )דמי טהרהfor thirty-three more days during which she
is not allowed to touch anything sacred or enter the sanctuary.
Verse 5 specifies a two-week period of pollution after giving birth
to a girl, followed by sixty-six days of blood purification. Verse 6
requires the mother to offer a sheep rising offering ( )עלהand bird
32

Axel Michaels, “Ritual and Meaning,” in Theorizing Rituals (ed.
J. Kreinath, J. Snoek, and M. Stausberg; Leiden: Brill, 2006), 147-61.
33
J. L. Austin, How to do Things with Words: The William James
Lectures delivered at Harvard University in 1955, ed. J. O. Urmson and
Marina Sbisà, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1962.
34
So Kreinath, “Semiotics,” 467-70, but contra David Janzen who
described a “rhetorics of ritual,” by which he meant the persuasive
effects of ritual performances. Janzen argued that participants in rituals
do have a common understanding of its meaning which is generated by
its social context and cannot be determined apart from it (David Janzen,
The Social Meanings of Sacrifice in the Hebrew Bible: A Study of Four
Writings [BZAW 344, Berlin: de Gruyter, 2004], 4-5, 9-35).
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sin offering ( )חטאתafter her period of blood purification is over.
Verse 8 allows poor mothers to offer a bird rising offering instead
of a sheep. Verses 7 and 8 contain the standard concluding refrain
to such an offering instruction, which promises a state of
purification after the offerings are complete (cf. 14:18-20, 21, 31,
53; 15:15, 30).
Interpreters of Leviticus 12 have focused on the rule of
circumcision on the eighth day (v. 3),35 and on the longer time that
a new mother remains isolated for a girl’s birth than for a boy’s
(vv. 4-5), 36 issues already discussed by the ancient rabbis.
Contemporary scholarship also tries to reconstruct the history of
the text and to describe its ancient context in a patriarchal society.
Historical critics have frequently judged the circumcision rule to
be a secondary intrusion in a pericope otherwise concerned with
the mother’s purification. 37 Feminists have cited Leviticus 12 as a
leading example of the tendency to exclude mothers and
motherhood from the sacrificial cult. 38
Almost every interpreter tries to explain how giving birth
fits with the other impurities addressed in Leviticus 11-15—
unclean animals (Lev 11), tsaraʿat disease (Lev 13-14), and genital
35

Shaye Cohen, for example, while admitting that the link between
purification and circumcision in Leviticus 12 is only implicit, insisted:
“Surely it is no coincidence that the eighth day after birth, the first day of
diminished impurity for the mother, is also the day of circumcisions for
the infant. Before that point, the text suggests, the mother’s impurity
would have made the boy too impure for the ritual; after that point the
mother’s own purification is accomplished through waiting and through
a sacrifice, while the boy’s purification is accomplished through
circumcision” (Shaye J. D. Cohen, Why Aren’t Jewish Women
Circumcised? Gender and Covenant in Judaism [Berkley: University of
California, 2005], 19).The link has been rightly challenged by other
interpreters, including David A. Bernat (Sign of the Covenant:
Circumcision in the Priestly Tradition [Atlanta: SBL, 2009], 64-65) and
Feinstein (Sexual Pollution, 85, 229).
36
The new mother’s avoidance of the sanctuary for forty or eighty
days is obviously a ritual absence. Temporarily, she no longer takes part
in religious affairs of which she was, perhaps, normally a part. Leviticus
12 does not mention whether she is also isolated within her family and
society, though most interpreters have assumed as much based on
practices of “churching” and purification in other and later societies.
Interpretation of the chapter certainly supported such later institutions.
37
See the review and critical evaluation by Christophe Nihan, From
Priestly Torah to Pentateuch: A Study in the Composition of the Book of
Leviticus (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2007), 281 n. 46.
38
This argument was first voiced by Nancy Jay (Throughout) and
has now been demonstrated much more thoroughly for biblical literature
by Ruane (Sacrifice and Gender).
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emissions, both regular and irregular (Lev 15). Jacob Milgrom
thought all the impurities in Leviticus 12-15 symbolize death. By
avoiding them, Israel imitates God’s holiness. 39 Others add sex to
death. 40 Nihan suggested instead that Leviticus 12-15 is primarily
about “these discharges which are either abnormal (gonorrheic
issues …) or the symptom of provisional disfunctioning of the
reproductive system, such as menstrual … and puerperal blood.” 41
Erbele-Küster finds even less negative evaluation of genital
emissions in Leviticus 12 and 15, which instead focus on events
that seem to endanger the boundaries of human bodies. 42
Leviticus 12, however, does not mention death or sex or
abnormal bleeding, unless one thinks that the (male) authors really
regarded bleeding in childbirth as abnormal. Much less does it talk
about a new mother’s isolation or whether infant girls received a
different social reception than infant boys. As Erbele-Küster
observed, “it is noticeable that, in the context of the Leviticus
prescriptions for the woman in childbed, the process of birth and
its entire social reality, determined by miscarriage, stillbirth, and
the risk to the mother’s life, is not considered.”43
The lesson about the difference between texts and rituals is
that this text will not tell us anything more about social rituals for
new mothers in ancient Israel. All it can do is tell us about the
priestly writers’ agenda. So how do these offering regulations for
new mothers fit into P’s rhetorical agenda?
From that perspective, it is clear that Leviticus 12 is a
payment schedule: it lists how much is owed to the sanctuary for
the birth of a child and when it must be paid. The text’s interests
lie in the timing of the rising and sin offerings that end the
mother’s “blood purification.” The prohibition on her entering the
sanctuary during her blood purification period explains why the
39

Milgrom, Leviticus 766-68, 1000-1004.
E.g. Wright, “Unclean” 739; Marx, “L’impurete”.
41
Nihan, Priestly Torah, 310. His discussion (pp. 306-310) followes
Parker (Miasma 66) on Greek religion and the discussion of Lev 12 by
Eilberg-Schwartz and especially Whitekettle.
42
Erbele-Küster, Body, Gender, and Purity, 152: “In Leviticus 12
and 15 these terms express no aversion to the menstruating woman.
Rather, in those chapters niddah connotes the setting of a boundary in
response to her menstruation. Only when other discourses were
superimposed did a devaluation arise, with the result that niddah became
a synonym for repulsiveness beyond Leviticus 12 and 15. The
uncovering of the reception history of the term deconstructs the
misogynistic body images that are bound up with it.”
43
Dorothea Erbele-Küster, “Gender and Cult: ‘Pure’ and ‘Impure’
as Gender-Relevant Categories,” in Torah (ed. Irmtraud Fischer and
Mercedes Navarro Puerto, with Andrea Taschl-Erber; Atlanta: SBL,
2012), 375-405 [375].
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offerings must wait until it is over. Since the text mentions no
other ramifications from the new mother’s period of blood
purification, the enumeration of forty or eighty days serves here
only to specify the timing of the offerings.
Leviticus 12, then, is about a payment schedule for
offerings.44 With the exception of the rule for circumcision in v. 3,
the text’s rhetoric is all about how much to pay and when. 45 The
writers expected these questions to be uppermost in the minds of
listening and reading audiences, just as they are in the minds of
taxpayers today. Then as now, the urgency of the individual’s
economic obligation overshadows other issues. Only interpreters
relieved of this obligation have the luxury of contemplating the
symbolic meaning of the regulation and of the purification periods
and ritual offerings that it mentions. Of course, since 70 C.E.,
Jewish and Christian interpreters have all been relieved of the
anxiety of how to afford a sheep or at least two birds in the next
forty or eighty days, which has freed their minds to consider the
other implications of these regulations.
Can we at least make something from the fact that these are
the only offerings in P’s legislation that women are required to
bring to the sanctuary? The text makes no reference to male
assistance, except the priest’s mitigation. However, that fact serves
the interests of a universal payment schedule: the omission of any
information about the mother’s social situation emphasizes that a
rising and sin offering must be paid for every newborn child.
Despite doubling the purification period for girls, the text’s
valuation of the sexes is economically equal: mothers incur the
same costs for girl babies as for boys, and the priests gain the same
income (the meat of the sin offering) from the birth of one as from
the other. That income is low—pigeons and chickens were
relatively cheap—but at the rate of one for every birth, they could
have provided a noticeable supplement to the priests’ diet (Lev.
6:19, 22; 7:6-7).46
44

Like the surrounding chapters, it expresses a thematic concern for
purification which reflects its cultural context. Every other theme that
interpreters expound on this text involves speculations about institutions
and ideologies which the text at most implies but does not describe.
45
The author or a later supplementer may have included the
circumcision law here simply for the sake of calendrical completeness.
46
By comparison with the redemption of first-born sons, this
represents a radical expansion of the temple’s taxation system to every
human birth. In its scope, it is comparable to the Second Temple’s thirdor half-shekel poll tax. The latter was supposed to be paid annually
according to Neh 10:33 (Eng. 10:32) and may have been assessed per
household. The half-shekel tax in Exod 30:11-16 is based on a census,
which in ancient times counted only males and was certainly not
conducted annually. By the late Second Temple period, the temple tax
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It is quite possible that P innovated here by expanding the
number of occasions on which offerings are required. No other
biblical text refers to all human births requiring offerings. The old
institution of redeeming the firstborn with a rising offering is
required only after the birth of a mother’s first son.47 By focusing
on the mother’s purification, Leviticus 12 can require a purifying
sin offering that provides a little income to the priests after every
birth along with a rising offering that does not. 48
had been standardized at a half-shekel annually for males thirteen years
old and older (see Magen Broshi, “The Role of the Temple in the
Herodian Economy,” JJS 38 (1987) 31-37 [35]). In contrast to the temple
tax (cf. Exod 30:15 with Lev 12:8), the rising offering for a birth is
graduated by ability to pay, while the sin offering remains one bird.
Leviticus 12 makes no provision for reducing the sin offering to grain, as
Lev 5:11-12 does. However, the required offerings for all children’s
births, though assessed only once in a life-time, reach further than the
temple tax by applying to female as well as male births at the same rate
of payment. The gender egalitarianism of this taxation scheme has gone
generally unnoticed in the shadow of the gender differentiation of the
length of the purification period. The analogy with menstruation
probably interfered with any thought of requiring offerings after seven
days, since purification from menstrual blood required only the passage
of time (15:19-24; Second Temple and later Judaisms added washing:
see Erbele-Küster, “Gender and Cult,” 404).
47
Exod. 13:2, 12, 15; 22:30; 34:19; Num. 18:15-16; Deut. 15:19-22;
in Neh. 10:36 the fifth-century Jerusalem community promises
fulfillment. Leviticus 12 extends the offering requirements to all births.
Perhaps it requires less expensive offerings: neither P nor any other
biblical text specifies the animal or type of offering required to redeem a
firstborn son, but Num. 3:47 sets its price at five shekels. The story of the
Aqedah indicates that a ram rising offering would be appropriate (Gen.
22:13), but rising offerings provided no income to the priests. Hannah
offers a bull, flour and wine, but 1 Sam 1:24 does not specify the type of
offerings.
48
There is reason to think that the sin offering was an innovation at
some point in Israel’s history. P or its priestly predecessors added the sin
and guilt offerings to Israel’s older ritual traditions of rising, commodity
and amity slaughter offerings. The sin and guilt offerings earned priests
higher income—all of the animal but for a token portion burned on the
altar—than did the older offerings. Their introduction was therefore
likely intended to increase temple revenues, either during the violent
disruptions of the seventh century or in the absence of a royal patron in
the Second Temple period. For further discussion, see James W. Watts,
Leviticus 1-10 (HCOT; Leuven: Peeters, 2013), 308-314. In that case,
requiring a sin offering after the birth of a child was another way of
extending this ritual innovation. In place of or in addition to redeeming
the oldest son with an unspecified offering, P requires that the birth of
every child be marked by rising and sin offerings. P may have built the
payment schedule on the pre-existing custom of mothers’ social isolation
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What is explicitly clear in Leviticus 12 is that the rising and
sin offerings simply serve to mark the occasion of the child’s
birth.49 Their ritual form has nothing to do with the nature of that
occasion, either childbirth or the end of blood purification for a
new mother, but is rather dictated by the standard form of these
kinds of offerings (Lev. 1, 4-5). Furthermore, the thematic
grouping of purification rituals together in Leviticus 11-15 is
purely literary. Neither the polluting situations nor their ritual
rectification were connected in social life or by ritual performance.
The internal and contextual rhetoric of Leviticus 12 depends on its
literary form and position alone.
3. Meaning in Ritual Texts
The fact that the disjunction between textual rhetoric and
ritual performance is so obvious in this case should caution us
against drawing connections between ritual form and social
significance in the case of more unusual rituals, such as the
purification of those suffering from tsara‘at disease in Leviticus 14
or the rite of the red heifer in Numbers 19. These rituals take
unusual or even unique forms, at least in our textual corpus.
Actually, we have no idea how typical or unusual they may have
been in ancient Israel’s ritual repertoire. The methodological
consequence of this observation is that the form of every ritual
should be regarded as arbitrary and its details as unsymbolic unless
we have access to an explicit commentary tradition that interprets
them. Even when we do, that tradition has no claim to being
ritually authoritative. It only reflects a particular stage of
interpretation.50
It is possible that the question of “the meaning” of a ritual
is generated by its textual presentation. Participants in a ritual may
after giving birth, which finds parallels in many cultures (Milgrom,
Leviticus 750, 763-65; Nihan, Priestly Torah 319), though the ancient
evidence is actually scanty (Yoo and Watts, Cosmologies, 56). Leviticus
12 thus represents an early step in universalizing offering/tax systems’
relationship to every individual (every mother, every child) rather than to
families, villages, clans, and tribes. The fact that its rationale,
purification, produces or reproduces the stigmatizing fear of women’s
vaginal blood is of a piece with the individualizing effects of increasing
division of labor in ancient economies that weakened women’s economic
solidarity with each other by individualizing their roles in the households
of wage-earning men—the most prominent examples of whom in the
Pentateuch are priests.
49
This provides another illustration of Modéus’ thesis regarding the
marking function of offerings.
50
Pentateuchal studies has long recognized this in the case of
Unleavened Bread and Passover legislation that seems to re-interpret
older rituals within the template of the exodus from Egypt.
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ask why it is performed at this time or in this particular way as
opposed to another that they may be more familiar with, but they
rarely ask why one performs a ritual: its function is usually
explicitly obvious. But as we have seen in Leviticus 12, ritual
function does not dictate ritual form, which is arbitrary,
conventional, and culturally contingent. The question of the
meaning of the ritual’s form arises from reading a ritual like a text,
usually in a text, and presupposes the textualization of the ritual or
imagines its future textualization (such as an ethnographer who
writes field notes for the purpose of eventually publishing her
analysis). In that case, we should wonder to what degree questions
about the meaning of the form of biblical rituals are produced by
the rituals’ textualization and, especially, by their
scripturalization.51
Texts and rituals are usually the products of different social
and political processes and serve different purposes. This is not a
necessary difference: texts and rituals could be produced by the
same political processes (for example, modern revisions to a prayer
book) and can serve the same purpose. But rituals usually evolve
through one set of social dynamics, while their textual reflections
come about for other reasons and purposes.
Abstracting formal systems from rituals, whether
theological, symbolic, or linguistic systems, serves the needs of
readers for whom textual meaning is paramount. The anachronism
of these systems prevents them from reaching the reality of ancient
ritual practices as surely as the rhetorical screen of the texts
themselves.
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